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The regulatory function of the upstream sequence of the β-conglycinin α subunit gene in seed-specific transcription is associated with the presence of the RY sequence
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β-conglycinin, a major component of seed-storage proteins in soybean, comprises three subunits: α, α’, and β. Expression of these genes is spatially regulated in a stringent manner and occurs during seed development. To understand the mechanisms that control expression of the α subunit gene, we analyzed the nucleotide sequence of the 2.9-kb region upstream of the gene. The upstream sequence up to –1357 or a series of its 5’-deleted derivatives was fused to the β-glucuronidase (GUS) gene. These reporter gene constructs were introduced into Arabidopsis thaliana plants via Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer. Prominent GUS activity was detected in developing seeds of the T3 generation when 245 bp or longer sequences of the upstream region were fused to the GUS gene. We found a clear association of decreased GUS activity with a stepwise deletion of a region containing the RY sequence from the original construct. These results are consistent with the notion that multiple sequence elements including the RY sequences are involved in the seed-specific transcriptional activation of the β-conglycinin α subunit gene in soybean.
β-conglycinin, a major component of seed-storage proteins in soybean (*Glycine max*), is a trimeric protein composed of various combinations of three subunits: α, α′, and β. These proteins occupy up to 30% of the total seed proteins in soybean (Thanh and Shibasaki, 1976, 1978; Higgins, 1984). The genes for these proteins appear to be transcribed in a coordinated but not identical manner during seed development. Regulatory elements involved in the transcription of the α′ and β subunit genes have been studied extensively by means of a reporter gene assay in transgenic plants and a binding assay using nuclear extracts (Chen et al., 1986, 1988, 1989; Allen et al., 1989; Lessard et al., 1991; Chamberland et al., 1992; Fujiwara and Beachy, 1994). However, despite its importance in terms of nutritional value and allergenic activity in humans, little is known about the regulatory elements involved in the transcriptional control of the α subunit gene, mainly because the genomic DNA sequence of the gene has not been known.

Based on hybridization analyses, Harada et al. (1989) identified a family of 15 distinct β-conglycinin genes, designated CG-1 to CG-15, several of which are tandemly arrayed in limited chromosomal regions. Based on the sizes of mRNA detected by Northern blot analyses, CG-2 and CG-3 in the chromosomal “region A” have been considered to be the α subunit or α′ subunit genes (Harada et al., 1989). By sequencing genomic DNA clones, we demonstrated that CG-3 actually encodes the α subunit protein (Yoshino et al., 2001). We also found that CG-2 encodes a protein that is very similar to the α subunit by analyzing mutant lines of soybean that exhibit quantitative variation of the subunit protein (Yoshino et al., 2002).

Here, we present the first report on the upstream sequence of the α subunit gene. We describe possible regulatory elements for transcription of the gene based on the results of reporter assays in transgenic *Arabidopsis thaliana* plants.

The materials and methods used in this study are as follows. For nucleotide sequencing, the 7.6 kb *Eco*RI fragment of the genomic DNA clone carrying the α subunit gene (see Yoshino et al., 2001) was subcloned into a plasmid vector pBluescript SK+
(Stratagene), and sequential deletions were introduced using exonuclease III from either end of the fragment. A series of deletion clones were used for sequence analysis. Nucleotide sequencing was carried out on both strands of DNA using ALF express DNA sequencer (Pharmacia Biotech) and Thermo Sequenase Fluorescent Labelled Primer Cycle Sequencing kit (Amersham). Possible regulatory DNA elements present in the 5′ upstream sequence of the gene were identified using Plant Cis-Acting Regulatory DNA Elements (PLACE) database (http://www.dna.affrc.go.jp/PLACE/) (Higo et al., 1999). The upstream DNA sequences of the α subunit gene from positions -1357, -867, -545, -402, -245, -161, and -73 to +27 (positions are numbered relative to the transcription start site) were amplified by PCR using plasmid DNA containing the gene (Yoshino et al., 2001) as a template. Primers for PCR are as follows:

5′-AAGCTTTGCTTGGATTTGGACCAGAC-3′ (-1357F),
5′-AAGCTTCGAACTACGAGTTATGAAGTG-3′ (-867F),
5′-AAGCTTGACTCAACAGGTGCAATC-3′ (-545F),
5′-AAGCTTGCTCTCTGGATCATGCATGC-3′ (-402F),
5′-AAGCTTATGCCATGCACATCAACG-3′ (-245F),
5′-AAGCTTACTG CCTATGCGACTCTAAC-3′ (-161F),
5′-AAGCTTCCATGCATGCAAGTTAACAAG-3′ (-73F),
5′-TCTAGATAGGATATTGAACTAGTTCTCG-3′ (+27R).

The first six nucleotides of the forward primers (termed ‘F’) provide a HindIII site and those of the reverse primer (termed ‘R’) provide an XbaI site, which were used in subsequent plasmid construction. The PCR cycling conditions were: 94°C for 30 sec, 54°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for 1 min. This cycle was repeated 29 times, and the reaction mixture was then further incubated at 72°C for 10 min. After cloning the PCR products into the pGEM-T Easy vector (Clontech), the HindIII-XbaI fragment of the plasmid containing the upstream sequence was force-cloned across the HindIII and XbaI sites located in the upstream of the GUS gene on the pBI101 plasmid vector (Clontech). An Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain
GV3101 harboring the plasmid DNA that contains the α subunit gene promoter-GUS gene fusions was used for transformation of *A. thaliana* plants (ecotype Columbia) by a vacuum infiltration procedure (Bechtold et al., 1993). *A. thaliana* transformants (T1 plants) were selected according to resistance to kanamycin (50 mg/l), and the T2 seeds were collected. The T2 seeds were sown on soil and plants were grown under 16-hr light and 8-hr dark conditions at 24°C. GUS activity was measured essentially as described by Jefferson et al. (1987). Siliques or leaves of *A. thaliana* plants were ground with mortar and pestle in the presence of extraction buffer (Jefferson et al., 1987). After centrifuging microtubes that contain the suspensions at 10,000 xg for 5 min at 4°C, the supernatant was subjected to GUS enzyme assay using 4-methylumbelliferone (4-MU) as a substrate. The level of 4-MU was measured 0 min, 30 min, and 60 min after commencing the reaction using a plate reader (ARVO MX-1, Amersham). The protein concentration was quantified using Bradford Reagent and BSA as standard (Bradford, 1976). The activity was calculated as pmol 4-MU min⁻¹ mg⁻¹ of protein. Histochemical staining of GUS activity was carried out as described by Kosugi et al. (1990). Surface-sterilized T2 seeds of *A. thaliana* were sown on half a concentration of standard MS medium (Murashige and Skoog, 1962) that contained 30 g/l sucrose. The pH of the medium was adjusted to 5.8 before autoclaving. Media were solidified with 0.8% (w/v) agar. Plants were grown on this medium for 10 days. Embryos were dissected from T3 seeds 10 days after flowering. The young plants or embryos were stained in GUS staining solution at 37°C for overnight. After staining, the plants or embryos were immersed in 95% ethanol to remove chlorophyll.

We previously reported the genomic DNA sequence of the α subunit gene including a portion of the sequence corresponding to the proximal promoter of the gene (Yoshino et al., 2001). A primer extension analysis revealed a major transcription start site located in the 56-bp upstream of the ATG codon (Yoshino et al., 2001). In the present study, we analyzed regions farther upstream of the gene by sequencing the genomic clone
that contains the α subunit gene (Fig. 1). A computer-based search of the database revealed that this region contains multiple elements, including those presumed to be involved in transcriptional control of genes during seed development. These include 2 SEF1-binding sites [ATATTTA(T/A)(A/T)], 8 SEF4-binding sites [(A/G)TTTT(A/G)], 2 core sequences [AACCCA] of the SEF3-binding site [AACCCA---AACCCA] (see Allen et al., 1989), 6 RY sequences [CATGCA, CATGCA(C/T), or CATGCATG] (Dickinson et al., 1988), 11 E-box [CANNTG] (Kawagoe and Murai, 1992), 1 G-box [CACGTG] (Kawagoe et al., 1994), and 1 Dc3 promoter-binding factor (DPBF) binding site [ACACNNNG] (Kim et al., 1997). The SEF4-binding sites were located more than 1.2 kb upstream from the transcription start site. The E-box sequences were mostly detected in the region between –0.4 kb and –1.9 kb. The RY sequences were found within several hundred bp upstream from the transcription start site but was not present farther upstream.

To examine seed-specific promoter activity, a DNA fragment that covered a region –1357 to +27 was inserted upstream of the GUS reporter gene on the plasmid pBI101 vector. The DNA construct was introduced into A. thaliana plants by an Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer. In plants of the T2 generation, GUS activity was detected in siliques that contained T3 seeds at increasing levels depending on the stage of development, while no GUS activity was detected in leaves (Fig. 2A). Strong GUS expression was detected in seeds within siliques by histochemical staining (Fig. 2B). In seeds, GUS activity was detected throughout the embryo (Fig. 2C), but not in the remaining portions after the embryo was removed (Fig. 2D). No GUS activity was detected in vegetative tissues in young plants except for cotyledons in which GUS protein that was produced during seed development can remain (Fig. 2E). These results indicate that spatial regulation of the transcription of the α subunit gene is maintained in transgenic Arabidopsis plants and that transgenic Arabidopsis plants are useful for analyzing the upstream regulatory elements of the gene as previously shown for the
promoters of seed-storage protein genes, such as the β-conglycinin α′ subunit and β subunit genes of soybean (Hirai et al., 1994; Naito et al., 1994) and the β-phaseolin gene of bean (*Phaseolus vulgaris*; Chandrasekharan et al., 2003).

To identify regions that are necessary for the transcriptional control of the gene, the upstream sequence, with a series of deletions from the 5′ end, was fused to the GUS gene, and the resultant reporter constructs were introduced into *A. thaliana* plants. GUS activity in siliques was measured when the siliques reached a fully mature stage. For each promoter–reporter construct, 20 siliques containing T3 seeds were harvested from six individual T2 plants of a transformed line and used for quantification of GUS activity. This was repeated for five independently transformed lines for each construct.

Substantial GUS activity was detected when sequences covering up to –245 (construct –245) or farther upstream were located upstream of the GUS gene, whereas no major GUS activity was observed when constructs –161 or –73 were used for the analysis (Fig. 3). The GUS activity basically decreased with a decrease in the length of the upstream sequence, except that construct –545 conferred lower activity than construct –402. These results indicate that sequences that activate GUS expression in seeds are located at positions between –1357 and –545, –402 and –245, and –245 and –161. This also suggests that a negative regulatory element is located at positions between –545 and –402. No major GUS activity was detected in leaf tissues for all reporter constructs (data not shown).

Early studies on the α′ and β subunit genes of β-conglycinin suggested an involvement of protein factors, designated SEF3 and/or SEF4, and their binding sites located within several hundred bp upstream of these genes in the control of seed-specific gene expression (Allen et al., 1989; Lessard et al., 1991). Later studies, however, did not support this hypothesis, because mutations in the SEF3- and SEF4-binding sites affecting the binding of these protein factors had little effect on the activity of the α′ subunit promoter in transgenic tobacco plants (Fujiwara and Beachy, 1994). This was also the
case for the SEF1-binding site, the deletion of which did not cause a great decrease in transcriptional activity of the α′ subunit gene promoter (Chen et al., 1986). In the α subunit gene, SEF3- and SEF4-binding sites were not present within 1.2 kb upstream of the transcription start sites, while the reporter constructs actually conferred seed-specific transcription without carrying SEF3- and SEF4-binding sites. The SEF4-binding sites were mostly detected within 1.9 to 2.6 kb upstream of the transcription start site in the α subunit gene, which is farther upstream than the locations in the α′ and β subunit genes. Considering that α′ and α subunit genes are controlled in a similar manner during seed development, lack of SEF3- and SEF4-binding sites in the proximal region of the α subunit gene promoter is consistent with the postulate that these sequences are not directly involved in seed-specific transcriptional control.

A DNA element that may be involved in seed-specific transcriptional activation of the α subunit gene is the RY sequence. RY sequences with the consensus sequence CATGCA(C/T) are widely distributed in seed-specific gene promoters (Dickinson et al., 1988). The RY sequence has also been defined as the legumin box [CATGCATG] (Bäumlein et al., 1992) or a 6-bp sequence [CATGCA] (Ezcurra et al., 1999). Base substitutions of the last two nucleotides of the CATGCATG maintain interaction with protein factors at a lower efficiency (Reid et al., 2000). Protein factors such as ABI3 and FUS3 are known to bind and control seed-specific gene expression (Reidt et al., 2000). Six RY sequences (including CATGCA located at –218 and –68) were detected upstream of the α subunit gene in this study. In the reporter assay, a stepwise decrease in GUS activity was detected with a deletion in the 5′ upstream sequences that contained the RY sequence. The regions –867 to –545, –402 to –245, and –245 to –161 each contained a single RY sequence, and deletions of these regions from the 5′ upstream resulted in a clear decrease in GUS activity. There was no RY element between –545 and –402, which appeared to confer negative regulatory activity. Although additional experiments that include site-directed mutagenesis on these RY sequences are necessary to demonstrate
their roles in transcriptional activation, our results indicate an association of the presence of RY sequences with transcriptional activation in the α subunit gene promoter.

Results of previous studies have suggested that while the RY sequences are important for seed-specific expression, other sequences also play critical roles in the regulation (see Fujiwara and Beachy, 1994; Sakata et al., 1997). DNase I-footprinting analysis using soybean nuclear extract revealed DNA-protein interactions on the box I sequence as well as on the RY sequence (our unpublished data). The box I sequence is highly conserved in the promoters of the α subunit gene, the α′ subunit gene, and the β-phaseolin gene (Yoshino et al., 2001). Although no prominent GUS activity was detected when the –161 to +27 sequence was fused to the GUS gene, it is possible that the box I sequence is involved in transcriptional control in seeds by combinatorially interacting with other DNA elements located farther upstream. It should also be noted that the box I sequence is very similar to the “vicilin box” sequence (Higgins et al., 1988; Yoshino et al., 2001) and that the protein factors ROM1 and ROM2 bind the core sequence [GCCACCTCA] of the vicilin box and repress transcription (Chern et al., 1996a, b). Similarly, the box II–IV sequences that are conserved upstream of the above three seed-protein genes (see Yoshino et al., 2001) may also have functions in transcriptional activation. The GCCGCGT sequence in box III is almost identical to the complementary sequence of the ABA response elements [ABREs; ACGTG(G/T)C] (Hattori et al., 2002) with a one-base mismatch. This sequence may function in the α subunit gene promoter, and the deletion of this sequence may explain the abrupt decrease in the induction of GUS activity between construct –402 and construct –245.

DNA-protein interactions may be more complex in vivo than those expected from in vitro assays. Indeed, in vivo footprinting analysis of the β-phaseolin promoter revealed that over 20 cis-elements within the proximal 295 bp of the promoter are protected by binding of nuclear factors in seed tissues in tobacco (Li and Hall, 1999), which represents a summation of module-specific regulation of the gene
(Chandrasekharan et al., 2003). In this study, we presented the upstream DNA sequence of the α subunit gene, which is the only promoter in the β-conglycinin gene family that has not been previously reported. Our ongoing analyses using A. thaliana may reveal the exact role of the RY sequences and possibly of other elements in the transcriptional control of the α subunit gene.
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Legends of figures

Fig. 1 Nucleotide sequence of the upstream region of the α subunit gene. The putative TATA box and regulatory elements for seed-specific transcriptional control are indicated below the sequence. The major transcription start site is indicated by an arrow. Nucleotide positions are numbered relative to the major transcription start site (Yoshino et al., 2001). The ATG codon is indicated by an open square.

Fig. 2 GUS expression in transgenic *A. thaliana* plants that contained a transgene comprising the upstream sequence (-1357 to +27) of the α subunit gene and the GUS gene. (A) GUS activities at different stages of seed development and in leaves in transgenic *A. thaliana* line 1357-6. Average activity with the standard error obtained from six individual plants is shown. The divisions of the scale indicate 1 mm. (B–E) Histochemical staining of GUS activity: (B) seeds within a silique; (C) an embryo dissected from a developing seed 10 days after flowering; (D) the remaining portions of the seed after the embryo was removed; (E) the whole plant grown for 10 days. Scale bars in (C) and (D) denote 100 µm.

Fig. 3 Diagram of the upstream regions of the α subunit gene that were fused to the GUS gene and the GUS activities of respective reporter constructs in transgenic *A. thaliana* plants. Positions of nucleotides are numbered relative to the transcription start site. Locations of the RY sequences and the TATA box sequence are indicated by vertical lines. Average activity with the standard error for each gene construct obtained from each six individual plants of five independently transformed lines of *A. thaliana* is shown.
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